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A Deeper Wisdom is for all women whether or not they've ever set foot in a recovery meeting.
We've all wrestled with habits of thought and behavior that did not support the life we wanted.
ADW's life-practice transforms self-criticism into self-compassion and the suffering that fuels
habit-energy into joy.“I am a woman whose life was transformed – maybe even saved – by the 12
steps. I have always bristled against the male-focused language of a program that showed me
how to live again, but I have always loved the spiritual principles that underlay the words. With
Patricia Lynn Reilly’s work, I am finally able to lean fully into a set of steps that align more deeply
with my concept of the divine feminine, the force that has guided me in my personal recovery for
more than three decades. Today, my own work is devoted to reminding women that they need to
be supported to find and follow individualized pathways and patchworks of recovery, which can
of course include the 12 steps. I am beyond excited to introduce women in our worldwide
women’s recovery movement to the 12 step philosophy via the beautiful and empowering
framework that is A Deeper Wisdom: The 12 Steps from a Women’s Perspective.”-Dawn Nickel,
PhD, Founder, SHE RECOVERS® Foundation
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transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
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reviews and in handouts for women in recovery.Praise for A Deeper Wisdom“I am a woman
whose life was transformed – maybe even saved – by the 12 steps. I have always bristled against
the male-focused language of a program that showed me how to live again, but I have always
loved the spiritual principles that underlay the words. With Patricia Lynn Reilly’s work, I am finally
able to lean fully into a set of steps that align more deeply with my concept of the divine
feminine, the force that has guided me in my personal recovery for more than three decades.
Today, my own work is devoted to reminding women that they need to be supported to find and
follow individualized pathways and patchworks of recovery, which can of course include the 12
steps. I am beyond excited to introduce women in our worldwide women’s recovery movement to
the 12 step philosophy via the beautiful and empowering framework that is A Deeper Wisdom:
The 12 Steps from a Women’s Perspective.” -Dawn Nickel, PhD, Founder, SHE RECOVERS®
Foundation"The Higher Power of recovery seemed to be the male God of my childhood
past called by another name. My life was unmanageable in many ways when I showed up at my
first meeting. Until reading A Deeper Wisdom I found it easy to believe that a male higher power
would deliver me from the mess I was in. Men have always been my fix. It’s strange that my
recovery sponsors didn’t get it. They were asking me to replace my addiction to men with a
surrender to a higher power who would rescue me. Unpacking internalized misogyny became an
essential component of my ADW journey." -Susan"A Deeper Wisdom helped me rethink AA's
Twelve Steps from my perspective. I rewrote them, using concepts of "god" more helpful to me.
Now I sit in meetings without resentment because I’ve altered what didn't work for me.” -Jenny "A
Deeper Wisdom taught me how to tap into my own inner resources. With the book’s help, I’ve let
go of the belief that I am fundamentally ill-equipped to deal with my life challenges without the
assistance of an expert.” -Katie "Through A Deeper Wisdom, I realized that I do not have the
time or energy to get caught up in the swirls of my past. My current life demands all my energy.
Whenever I begin to obsess about my past life, I re-establish conscious contact with my
breath and body, and then turn toward one of my current projects.” -Loretta“Inspired by Patricia’s
book I was ready to finally name a missing and unrecognized piece in women’s recovery
experience—that 'higher power' may work for men, but that a woman’s spirit, soul, and life
resonates with a 'deeper wisdom.’ Ours is a soul journey of reclaiming our greatness, rooted in
and trusting our deeper wisdom.” -Anne Wondra, WonderSpiritA Deeper Wisdom reframes the



traditional 12 steps formulated for Alcoholic’s Anonymous and used in most offshoots of that
original program.The 12 steps from a woman’s perspective are based on a beliefin the healing
capacity of self-love and self-trust.Each step affirms our natural impulse toward wholeness,
transforming self-criticism into compassion and the suffering that fuels habit-energy into joy.The
use of “deeper” in the book’s title acknowledges that a woman’s journey is one of descent.
Instead of looking to a god or higher power outside of our lives, we look deep within to reclaim
forgotten aspects of ourselves.The use of “wisdom” acknowledges that in our descent we
rediscover the original wisdom that orchestrated our days and development in the very
beginning of life. Deeper Wisdom restores us to wholeness and to a loving relationship with
ourselves and others.ContentsIntroduction: A Personal StoryChapter 1In the Very Beginning:
ADW’s Woman-Affirming Perspectives and StepsChapter 2Interior Power: Self-Awareness and
Self-ManagementChapter 3A Two-Fold AcknowledgementChapter 4Bring Many NamesChapter
5Restored to WholenessChapter 6The ADW Three-Step: Letting Go of Over-
ResponsibilityChapter 7Merciful ConsciousnessChapter 8In The Fullness of TimeChapter
9Taking ResponsibilityChapter 10The Gift and Challenge of LifeChapter 11Making Conscious
ContactChapter 12In All Your AffairsImagine a WomanInspiration on your Mindfulness Journey…
Inspiration on your Woman-Affirming Journey…Additional ResourcesAbout the Author: Patricia
Lynn Reilly, M.Div.Introduction: A Personal StoryMy awakening came late in time. I missed the
second wave of feminism in the 1960s and 1970s. I was immersed in fundamentalist traditions
that kept me isolated from the political movements in the wider culture. I was dealing with the
aftermath of growing up in a severely dysfunctional home, children’s shelter, and orphanage—
the kind of situations no one wanted to hear about because they are “so depressing.”I was
managing depression and my disheveled inner landscape with food and relationships. These
habits of behavior kept me comatose until I was ready to walk through my personal past. I also
finished high school and college successfully, launched a private day school, found great joy in
teaching, and courageously entered a marriage. Light and darkness always dance together in
our lives.I was not alone. In circles of women, I heard stories of other women whose
“consciousness raising” was precipitated by real life challenges. The “knight in shining armor”
mythology shattered as they divorced and became the sole financial and emotional provider for
their children. They sought support at a local women's center and began to listen to women's
stories, shedding the competitive attitudes of a lifetime.Their therapists suggested they read The
Second Sex or The Creation of Patriarchy and they were stunned that women had written such
powerful treatises that they had known nothing about. They stumbled into self-help meetings, as
I did, where someone said “goddess” instead of the compulsory “god” in the Twelve Step
readings, and we wondered how the reader got the courage to commit such a heretical act.The
Twelve Step CommunityTwelve Step meetings punctuated my life from college graduation
onward. I held off marriage as long as possible until I was drawn into the rescue drama of the
minister’s wayward son. He had “returned to god” and was recovering from alcoholism in
Alcoholics Anonymous. He was a perfect candidate for my unexamined caretaker patterns. I



attended Al-Anon to support him.At Twelve Step meetings I found the Christian version of god.
The “Our Father,” a Christian prayer, was said at the close of most meetings. And the program’s
emphasis on shortcomings, character defects, and ego-deflation felt familiar to me as it was an
extension of the sin-based teachings I’d been inhaling since childhood. I was fundamentally
“diseased” and the remedy was to turn my will and life over to the god. I had no trouble turning
my life and will over to him.In transition after the divorce, while attending Princeton Seminary, my
healing journey in Adult Children of Alcoholics began. The Al-Anon of my married years had not
touched the wounds of my childhood as the program’s primary focus was how to cope with an
alcoholic spouse or child. During the 1980s, influenced by psychologists steeped in family
systems theory, alcoholism began to be understood as a family disease affecting all family
members. Al-Anon responded to the new research by establishing ACA – Adult Children of
Alcoholics.In ACA meetings, I took responsibility for my healing journey by exploring the nature
and impact of alcoholism on our family system. Over time, I realized that I didn’t cause the
craziness in my family of origin—alcoholism had a life of its own within our family. Acknowledging
childhood’s influence on my adult life, I chose to walk through my past to heal into the present.
And this meant confronting my compulsive eating.One of the ways I coped with the alcoholic
family, children’s shelter, orphanage—and later, the gap between my insecurity and the
opportunities offered to me as a gifted young person—was to eat compulsively. One way or
another, I found huge amounts of sugary food and ate like a junkie shoots up her heroin. I literally
hid in closets to eat and dropped out of life for days and months at a time as the binges
coincided with the cyclical depression I’d lived with since childhood.In the pauses between
relationships and accomplishments, I was reminded of my swirling inner life of unexpressed
feelings, unacknowledged memories, and untapped potential. To get caught up in the swirl of a
project or life of another made perfect sense. The prospect of living my own life from the inside
out frightened me. I ate to avoid the awesome responsibility of coming home to myself.When I
finally landed in Overeaters Anonymous, I was exhausted from swirling in the food. I reached out
for OA’s healing resources and was given the tools of self-care and self-soothing that I had not
received in my childhood. Its suggested food plan freed me to walk through my past and heal
into the present.Although I received many gifts of support and insight from the Twelve Step
community during my years of attendance, its emphasis on ego-deflation, a concept designed
by men based on their experience of themselves, was always a concern to me. Perhaps ego-
deflation is an appropriate remedy for men who consider pride to be their besetting sin, but I
came to believe that self-acceptance and self-trust were more appropriate remedies for women
whose besetting “sins” were self-loathing and self-criticism.I desired a non-shaming, non-
hierarchical framework within which to wrestle with my habits of behavior. I rewrote the 12 Steps
from an inner perspective, recognizing that my journey was an inward one. Instead of looking to
another god or higher power outside of my life for salvation, I longed to return home to myself—
to grow in knowledge and love of myself—to accept and trust myself. I wasn’t interested in
ascending to enlightened states of being that involved the denial of the self. I was compelled to



descend—to look deep within to reclaim forgotten aspects of myself.Releasing the shame of a
lifetime, I reached beneath the obsession with flaws, beneath the accomplishments that masked
my sense of unworthiness, beneath the years of alienation from myself, toward the goodness at
my center. I discovered that the good was embedded within me. As I embraced my original
goodness, my inner spaces were cleared out and reclaimed as my own. I found rest within my
own life and accepted all of myself as worthy.From a self-possessed center, I refused to
embrace any set of principles based on the belief in my fundamental sinfulness and
defectiveness or on the necessity of ego deflation, humiliation, or the surrender of my natural
impulses. Instead, I reframed the 12 Steps based on my belief in original goodness and the
necessity of self-love and self-trust. Each step now answers the question, “what’s good and right
about me” and affirms my natural impulse toward healing and wholeness.As I was writing A
Deeper Wisdom, I invited a community of recovering women to join me in the process. Studying
pre-patriarchal history together, we discovered a courageous community of women whose
experience and stories, ideas and images, creativity and outrage become healing resources for
us. No longer asking the question “what's wrong with me,” we stepped outside of male-
dominated history and thought and immersed ourselves in women’s history, philosophy,
theology, creativity, and recovery. We received Gerda Lerner's strong challenge:“To step outside
of patriarchal thought means being skeptical toward every known system of thought and toward
our own thought, which was trained in the patriarchal tradition. It means developing intellectual
courage, the courage to stand alone.Perhaps the greatest challenge to thinking women is the
challenge to move from the desire for safety and approval to the most “unfeminine” quality of all—
intellectual arrogance, the supreme hubris which asserts to itself the right to reorder the world.
The hubris of the god-makers, the hubris of the male system-builders.”We’ve been warned
against exhibiting ‘hubris’ all of our lives. Gerda Lerner supports us to be full of ourselves for the
salvation of our beloved planet, which is out of balance and in danger of annihilating itself.
Inspired by her powerful words, I asserted my right to reorder the world by rewriting the 12 Steps.
A Deeper Wisdom was written for all women wrestling with habits of behaviors that inhibit the full
expression of their heart, mind, and spirit.A Life-Practice for all WomenWhether or not you have
ever set foot in a recovery meeting is irrelevant—A Deeper Wisdom is for all women. We have all
lost our way at times. We have all wrestled with habits of thought and behavior that troubled and
challenged us. We have all written self-improvement lists and committed to diet regimens
recognizing that some of our habits did not support the life we wanted.A Deeper Wisdom is a
powerful woman-affirming life-practice for all of us. It is based on the belief in our original
goodness and in the healing capacity of self-love and self-trust.Each step affirms our natural
impulse toward wholeness, transforming self-criticism into self-compassion and the suffering
that fuels habit-energy into joy.The 12 Steps introduced in this book were written from an inner
perspective, recognizing that life is lived from the inside out and that the most essential aspect of
our human journey is an inward one. Instead of looking to another god or higher power outside of
our lives for salvation, we return home to ourselves and accept the responsibility for waking up



and becoming aware of our thoughts, feelings, behaviors, lives, and relationships.A Deeper
Wisdom’s version of the 12 Steps invites us to descend—to look deep within to reclaim forgotten
aspects of ourselves. As we descend, we notice an unmistakable design flowing from the depths
of us. We notice that this flow of deep wisdom was faithful even in the midst of difficulties and
apparent detours from what was healthy and good.The journey home to ourselves begins with a
deep breath and the courageous vulnerability of acknowledging that we have lost our way and
need guidance to find our way home. On the journey home, we are restored to peace, sanity,
and a loving relationship with ourselves.Softly and tenderly. Wisdom is calling. Calling for you
and for me.Come home. Come home. All who are weary come home.Softly and tenderly.
Wisdom is calling.Calling, O woman, come home.Chapter 1In the Very Beginning:ADW’s
Woman-Affirming Perspectives and StepsFour perspectives guided my re-conceptualization of
the traditional 12 Steps. Each woman-affirming perspective will be examined carefully in this
chapter and glimpsed in every transformational resource introduced throughout this book. I have
personalized them here as an invitation to ready your mind, heart, and spirit to begin the
poignant journey toward deepening self-awareness and essential reclamation of the amazing
resources within you.Your healing task is not to become a new, improved, or changed person.
Rather, it is to reclaim your essential self in all its fullness.Discover the way home to yourself in a
quiet descent into the richness of your inner life. In the descent, you will reunite with your
essential self and reclaim your natural resources: body, breath, and inner life.Be empowered as
you remember the truth about yourself and become skillful at accessing the resources and
resilience embedded within that truth in every season and situation of your life.Having
discovered the way home, embrace the essential connection between self-love and the love of
others, and experience your life and relationships from the inside out.ADW PERSPECTIVE 1:
THE JOURNEYA woman’s healing task is not to become a new, improved, or changed person.
Rather, it is to reclaim her natural and essential self in all its fullness.I had two very special seven-
year-old friends, Moizee and Carson. They are exquisite young adults now—in their childhood
they were my teachers. They reminded me of a time in the very beginning of my life when I was
full of myself. As we spent time talking, singing, playing, and exploring together, snapshots of
that earlier time passed through my mind's eye, fragments of a forgotten time.Yes, in the very
beginning of her life the girl-child is full of herself. Her days are meaningful and unfold according
to a deep wisdom that resides within her. It faithfully orchestrates her movements from crawling
to walking to running, her sounds from garbles to single words to sentences, and her knowing of
the world through her sensual connection to it.Her purpose is clear: to live fully in the abundance
of her life. With courage, she explores her world. Her ordinary life is interesting enough. Every
experience is filled with wonder and awe. It is enough to listen to the rain dance and count the
peas on her plate. Ordinary life is her teacher, challenge, and delight.She says a big YES to Life
as it pulsates through her body. With excitement, she explores her body. She is unafraid of
channeling strong feelings through her. She feels her joy, sadness, anger, and fear. She is
pregnant with her own life. She is content to be alone. She touches the depths of her



uniqueness. She loves her mind. She expresses her feelings. She likes herself when she looks in
the mirror.She trusts her vision of the world and expresses it. With wonder and delight, she
paints a picture, creates a dance, and makes up a song. To give expression to what she sees is
as natural as her breathing. And when challenged, she is not lost for words. She has a
vocabulary to speak about her experience. She speaks from her heart. She voices her truth. She
has no fear, no sense that to do it her way is wrong or dangerous.She is a warrior. It takes no
effort for her to summon up her courage, to arouse her spirit. With her courage, she solves
problems. She is capable of carrying out any task that confronts her. She has everything she
needs within the grasp of her mind and imagination. With her spirit, she changes what doesn’t
work for her. She says “I don’t like that person” when she doesn’t, and “I like that person” when
she does. She says no when she doesn’t want to be hugged. She takes care of herself.What's
Wrong with Me?As I celebrated the remarkable capacities of Moizee and Carson, I became
aware of critical words from my childhood and adolescence, echoing across the decades to
challenge their fullness, and my own. These deeply imprinted words recount what happened to
the precious being I once was, we once were, in the very beginning of our lives. Over time, the
inner voice that led us into wonder-filled explorations was replaced by critical voices.As a result,
the girl-child's original vision is narrowed; she sees the world as everyone else sees it. She loses
her ability to act spontaneously; she acts as expected. Her original trust in herself is shattered;
she waits to be told how to live. Her original spunk is exiled; she learns that it is dangerous to
venture outside the lines. Her original goodness is twisted and labeled unnatural-unfeminine-too
intense-evil by the adults in her life.She will grow up asking, “What’s wrong with me?” This
question regularly punctuates women's lives as they search far and wide for someone to give
them an answer, for someone to offer them a magical insight, treatment, or cure. We have
learned a criticism-based way of perceiving ourselves and relating to the world. As a result, our
automatic tendency is to feel inadequate, that we are never quite good enough no matter what
we do.The human life journey has been described in a variety of ways by secular, religious, and
philosophical systems of thought. The viewpoint underlying the ADW Step Process recognizes
that a woman’s journey takes her through three seasons of life, which are outlined here and
expanded upon by wise and insightful writers and teachers in this chapter and in each
subsequent chapter of A Deeper Wisdom.1. The Very Beginning: Our Natural Endowment | At
HomeThis is the season, often short-lived, when we love ourselves and have access to the
resources and capacities necessary to support resilient living.“Dear Sisters, please remember:
The jewel is in your bosom. Why look for it somewhere else?” -Japanese Folk Saying“At the
buried core of women’s identity is a distinct and vital self-first articulated in childhood.” -Emily
Hancock, The Girl Within“I have a strong connection to my daughter. She reminds me of the girl
child I once was. She is perfect. I look at her and I don’t see any flaws. What I celebrate in her
reminds me of my true nature. As I parent her as I wish I’d been parented, the child in me is
healed.” -Erin Louise Stewart2. Forgetting: Conformity-Based Dictates | Away from HomeThis is
the season when life’s influences and expectations veil our self-love and replace it with self-



criticism. We become “formula females.”“Our psychological being has been severed from our
biological selves for so long that we are completely cut off from our true natures.” -Elinor
Gadon“For over a century, the edge of adolescence has been identified as a time of heightened
psychological risk for girls. Girls at this time have been observed to lose their vitality, their
resilience, their immunity to depression, their sense of themselves and their character.” -Carol
Gilligan, Meetings at the Crossroads“By the time they are seventeen many young women have
surrendered their ambitions to a growing need for affection and their autonomy to an emotional
dependence on the approval and good will of others. At seventeen the young woman is well on
her way to being a formula female.” -Madonna Kolbenschlag, Kiss Sleeping Beauty Goodbye3.
Remembering: Reclaiming What We Once Knew | The Return HomeThis is the season when we
reunite with our essential self and natural endowments, and relearn how to be, live, and love
from the inside out.“There was a time when you walked alone, full of laughter. You bathed bare-
bellied. You say you have lost all recollection of it, remember! You say there are not words to
describe it; you say it does not exist. But remember! Make an effort to remember! Or failing that,
invent.” -Monique Wittig, Les Guerilliers“When we live from within outward, in touch with our
inner power, we become responsible to ourselves in the deepest sense. As we recognize our
deepest feelings, we give up being satisfied with suffering, self-negation, and numbness, which
seem like our society’s only alternatives.” -Audre LordeEach book and resource I’ve written
reminds women of these three seasons and invites them to return home to the “very beginning”
when they loved themselves.This “returning” involves ousting two questions “what’s wrong with
me” and “who will save me” from our hearts, minds, and bodies. The ADW Process affirms that
we are originally blessed, not cursed; that strength, creativity, and resilience reside within each
of us; and that these inherent qualities are powerful enough to heal our injuries and transform
our ineffective behaviors.ADW PERSPECTIVE 2: THE DESCENTA woman discovers the way
home to herself in a quiet descent into the richness of her own life. In the descent, she reunites
with her essential self and natural resources.In the very beginning of life, you were acquainted
with the exquisite natural resources of your breath, body, and inner life. You breathed deeply into
your belly. You loved your body. You were in touch with the wisdom within your own life.Over
time, however, the girl-child becomes disconnected from the “home” within her. Caught in the
swirls of others, twisted in the shapes of others, depleted by the demands of others, she
becomes outer-directed and loses touch with herself. Her breath becomes shallow. She ignores
her body. She looks to saviors outside of herself for salvation and validation, forgetting the rich
resources within her.In the fullness of time, we become dizzy from swirling; our lives ache from
being twisted out of shape; and our spirits become depleted from servicing others with our
energy and attention. Weary, we reach out to a counselor, spiritual community, or self-help
group. We are offered information, insight, and tools of support. We are inspired by the
experience, strength, and hope of others who are turning toward their own lives with
vulnerability, courage, and truth.Insight, information, and camaraderie point us in the right
direction, but the journey begins as we turn toward our own lives and look within to re-connect to



our natural resources: breath, woman-body, and inner life. Based on this conviction, we include
the “Home Is Always Waiting” Meditation in each ADW group and individual session and I wrote
an entire book focused on this principle and the meditation it inspired.Home is always waiting. It
is as near as a conscious breath, conscious contact with your woman-body, and a descent into
the abundant resources of your inner life. The meaning, recovery, and transformation you seek
‘out there’ is found within your own heart, mind, body, and life. It is accessed in the present
moment and released into your experience with each mindful breath. Return home often—you
have everything you need there.Home is Always Waiting: Return Home to Your Breath“About
21,600 times a day, you have the opportunity to catch the wave of your breath: mindfully inhaling
and mindfully exhaling with a gentle smile and full awareness.” -Michelle Levey, Simple
Meditation and Relaxation“Most of us live on a beggar's ration of air. The average person inhales
one pint of air per breath, while our lungs can actually contain seven pints when fully expanded.
This is one of the reasons that the range and depth of our experiences disappoint our longings.” -
Margo Anand, The Art of Sexual Ecstasy“Daring to breathe is actually daring to live. As we all
know, when we cease breathing, we die. As long as we are alive, the depth of our breathing
determines the amount of life force we bring into ourselves. Given only a stingy amount of
oxygen, our bodies, hearts, and minds will not function well.” -Sue Patton ThoeleHome is Always
Waiting: Return Home to Your Body“Body wisdom contains the essential truths about what
matters most to a woman. Body wisdom especially amplifies the inherent sacred relationship
between a woman and the deep feminine.” -Paula M. Reeves, Women's Intuition“Your body can
be considered a reservoir of cellular memory, wisdom, and guidance. If you attend it, it can richly
reward your journey with understanding about your deepest being and about the ways you might
find healing and wholeness.” -Marion Woodman, Coming Home to MyselfHome is Always
Waiting: Return Home to Your Inner Life“Transformation comes from looking deep within, to a
state that exists before fear and isolation arise, the state in which we are inviolably whole just as
we are. We connect to ourselves, to our own true experience, and discover there that to be alive
means to be whole.” -Sharon Salzberg, Voices of Insight“Mindfulness practice places us in the
stream of wisdom flowing through our inner lives, and there, we make conscious contact with our
truest self and clearest thought.” -Patricia Lynn Reilly, Home is Always WaitingADW
PERSPECTIVE 3: THE KNOWINGA woman is empowered when she remembers the truth
about herself and becomes skillful at accessing the resources and resilience embedded within
that truth in every season and situation of her life.Based on ADW’s definition of empowerment,
each Step Process will remind you of a particular truth about yourself and provide mindfulness
practices to bring inner clarity in support of addressing your historic and current life
challenges.Step 1 will remind you of your original power and how to access it to act on your own
behalf and gather the resources necessary to heal into the present.Step 2 will remind you of
your inner wisdom and how to access it to define your own spirituality and reclaim inner sanity
and well-being.Step 3 will remind you of the support available from within your own inner
resources and from the communities of support that surround you.Step 4 will remind you that



your interior power is activated by self-awareness. That by acknowledging the past's influence
on the present, walking through the past, and healing into the present, you will grow in self-
knowledge.Step 5 will remind you that interior power is strengthened by taking responsibility for
your habits of behavior and vowing faithfulness to your own life.Step 6 will remind you that your
life-process is orchestrated by a finely-tuned inner timing—called deeper wisdom. In the fullness
of time, when entirely ready, you are freed at a deeper level of your being.Step 7 will remind you
of the importance of staying awake within your own life, meeting each challenge with creativity
and taking action on your own behalf with clarity and strength.Step 8 will remind you of the
essential connection between self-love, self-acceptance, and self-responsibility, and the
creation and maintenance of healthy relationships.Step 9 will remind you of your own inner
courage to repair, reclaim, or bring closure to the relationships that were harmed by your
ineffective behaviors.Step 10 will remind you to remain absolutely present in your daily life by
turning toward your life with mindfulness, accountability, and gratitude.Step 11 will remind you of
the necessity of maintaining conscious contact with yourself as you live in harmony from the
inside out.Step 12 will remind you of the purposefulness of a conscious life as it is lived from the
inside out in wisdom, truth, and clear thought.ADW PERSPECTIVE 4: THE
CONNECTIONHaving discovered the way home, we embrace the essential connection between
love of self and others, and experience our lives and relationships from the inside
out.Throughout the ADW Process, you’ll be invited to reach out to the communities of support. In
isolation our negative habits of behavior thrive. In healthy community our negative habits of
behavior are no longer needed. As we grow in self-love, acceptance, and compassion, we are
able to engage fully with others on the journey.Self-love: Your capacity to love others is in direct
proportion to how deeply you love yourself. The ADW Process invites you to gaze upon your
past and present, ideas and emotions, resources and capacities, injury and exquisite potential,
and your body and its needs with loving kindness. In this way, your capacity to love will
deepen.Self-acceptance: Your capacity to live non-judgmentally is in direct proportion to how
deeply you accept yourself. The ADW Process invites you to descend into your richly textured
humanity in all its gift and challenge, turning a merciful eye toward all that you discover. In this
way, your capacity to live compassionately will deepen.
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CJD51, “Beautifully written! Filled with wisdom and useful practices.. The author gracefully
weaves together wisdom from numerous spiritual traditions that will help any woman on a
healing journey whether from addiction or other adverse life experience. I bought this for a niece
who is continuing her recovery from alcoholism. When snow prevented delivery for Christmas, I
scanned through the first few pages. Surprised by the beautiful writing and the broadly-relevant
message, I returned to the beginning and read it cover to cover. At the end, I was rewarded by a
list of other books by this author. I will read more of this author's work! I'm not recovering from
any addiction and the feminist view point didn't initially resonate with me. My alcoholic parents
were not the norm – my father was the gently one who lived in fear of my unpredictably violent
and abusive mother. I plowed through a career refusing to acknowledge the adverse effects of
childhood. At the age of 65, I finally gave in and sought help. Being still on a healing journey,
this book brought to life the adage, “there are no coincidences.” The wisdom and affirmation/
meditation practices in this book are exactly what I needed at this stage in my healing journey.
The benefits I've received from this book are invaluable! I highly recommend this book and this
author!”

Rebecca Robinette, “Best 12 Steps I've ever read. I loved this perspective of the 12 steps and
found it to be a gentle approach to recovery and healing, drawing me back to myself. I highly
recommend this book to all. I don't feel it is just for women as many of my clients enjoy this
feminine approach, more nurturing and grounding.”

Colleen McGough, “Great ebook. Great e book”

Nicola O Hanlon, “An important perspective on womens recovery. I would encourage all women
in recovery to read and work through this book. It is a refreshing and deeply nourishing
perspective on the 12 step recovery model. It reaches deep into the areas that many women find
difficult in 12 step settings, particularly the language and notions of being defective, and
presents us with compassion and acceptance instead.”

The book by Lori Losch has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 30 people have provided feedback.
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